Distinct patterns in homooligomer tract sequence context in prokaryotic and eukaryotic DNA.
The distributions of the junction sequences of homooligomer tracts of various lengths have been examined in prokaryotic DNA sequences and compared with those of eukaryotes. The general trends in the nearest and next to nearest neighbors to the tracts are similar for both groups. In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes A/T runs are preferentially flanked on either the 5' or the 3' ends by A and/or T. G/C runs are preferentially flanked by G and/or C. There is discrimination against A/T runs flanked by G or C and G/C runs flanked by A or T. However, whereas the distribution of prokaryotic homooligomer tract junction sequences was quite homogeneous, large variations were observed in the 5-fold larger eukaryotic database, increasing in magnitude from tracts of length 2 to 3 to 4 base pairs long. Possible DNA conformational implications and in particular DNA curvature and packaging aspects of prokaryotes and eukaryotes are discussed.